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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this paper is to design An Intelligent Content Based Image Retrieval System for retrieving better 

results (similar images) from large image database with respect to an input query image. In this research work, we have used 

features like Color, Texture and shape with separate and combined effects. For making CBIR system intelligent, we have 

applied Non Linear Neural Network method along with KNN clustering method. This ICBIR system demonstrates faster image 

retrieval with intelligence capability as compare to existing CBIR systems. CBIR Systems play very important roles in different 

domains such as Digital Image Processing, Pattern Recognition, Bio Medical, Data ware Housing and Data Mining, Weather 

Analysis, Cyber Crime.  
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent Content Based Image Retrieval (ICBIR) System is 

based on query based image retrieval. ICBIR divides query 

image into different levels as primary level includes Color, 

Texture and Shape features based division, logical level 

includes identity of query image and abstract level includes 

degree of perception. At primary level: Color, Texture and 

Shape features work effective to retrieve better image 

matching results with the query image. There are various color 

models as RGB,HSV,YIQ where in general RGB and HSV 

models have more priority over others in case of image 

representation. In our ICBIR system we applied RGB and 

HSV model together. RGB color model includes Red, Green, 

and Blue colors each of which has dimension 8 bits. 

Remoc ,[1]In this paper the main concern is over Content 

Based Image Retrieval by using reserve words or by using text 

based search, There are various systems as ADL(For browsing 

purpose mainly used in geographical maps for search certain 

locations),Alta Vista Photo Finder(Search is based on reserve 

words),Amore(An initial set of similar images can be selected 

at random by text string or by keywords) ,BDLP(With the 

help of alphanumeric keys for finding Geographical locations 

in effect of keywords).The colors of each image are divided 

into 13 colors bins ,where each color bin associated with 6 

values, the proportion of the image with colors in that bin, and 

the number of linguistic variables as very small, small, 

medium, large and very large dots of that color found. Image 

features are stored as text strings. For example, a picture of a 

Monument with top view might have a few large red regions 

and a large amount of white with front view, and would have 

a feature text string mostly white large red few. Matching is 

done by substring matching, e.g. with query string large red. 

Ying ,[2]In this paper ,the focus is shifting towards the 

Content Based Image Retrieval through search engine which 

is based on reserve words is not that effective, even though  

 

with low level image features are not sufficient enough to 

determine the high level semantics. CBIR system should 

reduce the gap between low level image features and high 

level semantics. Eakin suggests three level queries in CBIR: 

Level: 1 Retrieval by primary features as color, texture, shape 

for example, find image like this. Level: 2 Retrieval of images 

of given type identified by derived features, with some degree 

of logical inference base rules. For example, find an image of 

a Human. Level: 3 Retrieval at abstract level, involves a high-

level reasoning about the purpose of the query image 

illustrated. This includes retrieval of given query image results, 

query example, find pictures of a Mountain. Levels 2 and 3 

together refer to as semantic image retrieval and the gap 

between, Levels 1 and 2 as the semantic gap. To optimize 

performance of CBIR System, region level image 

representation is more close to human perception system. 

Hence region based image   retrieval is in use for better results. 

Gerald ,[3]In this paper, discussion is over color features for 

image retrieval with usage of compression techniques 

including searching of color invariant parameters to enable 

CBIR that performs directly  on  compressed form of  data  

without  decoding and  It  is unable to handle retrieval process 

for large image database. Rouhollah, [4] in this paper, a 

localized CBIR System is defined, in its first identifies the 

desired image and weight the features of image accordingly 

along with it assign rank to images in the database by using 

similarity measurements that is based upon only the specific 

portions of the image. A challenge for localized CBIR is for 

capturing the content of image to represent it. It presents and 

compares two images representations by applying 

segmentation-based and salient point-based techniques 

respectively to capture content in a localized CBIR system. 

Kavita, [5]In this paper, Focus is towards using polynomial 

transform method where, image is divided into three color 

planes as  R, G, B planes with the help of its value 8 bins are 
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formed, these 8 bins contain the total count of pixels in 

specific range of intensity levels. This count of pixels in 8 bins 

are used as feature vector of dimension 8 for comparison to 

process the image retrieval. Further these bins data is used to 

form new feature vectors, Total (sum) and Mean of pixel 

intensities of all the pixels counted in each of the 8 bins. This 

produces good image retrieval results. H.B Kekre and Kavita 

Sonawane, [6] in this paper there is a technique to search the 

images from large image database based on the spatial 

contents of the image to fetch the low level features from it for 

CBIR. Seema, [7] in this, focus is on Retrieval of images on 

basis of low level features as color, texture, shape including 

high level features such as human perception. The proposed 

CBIR technique is evaluated by querying heterogeneous 

group images and the retrieval throughput is evaluated by 

obtaining precision-recall values for the image retrieval results. 

Bodkhe, [8] In this paper the main concern is towards to find 

images from large image database which uses color image 

which is uniformly divided into 8 parts as a first step after 

above partition, the centroid of each partition is selected 

including texture of an image is obtained by grey level Co-

Occurrence matrix (GLCM) and as per shape concern, It 

proposes partial shape matching. Thus, by using matching and 

comparison algorithms, the primary features of one image are 

compared and matched to the corresponding features of 

another image. This comparison is performed using distance 

metrics of primary features. In the end, these metrics are 

performed one after another, to fetch out database images that 

are similar to the query image. Saad, [9]In this paper the 

proposed system includes the design of an image database and 

retrieval of specific features from the images for the 

CBIR ,then the analysis of the CBIR system performed by 

using color histogram and the Euclidian distance measurement. 

Pratibha, [10]For retrieval of images from large image 

database, color is retrieved by color histogram or color  

descriptor methods, Texture is  retrieved  by Grey  level  co-

occurrence matrix(GLCM),Shape is  retrieved by Hu-Moment 

and Edge detection methods. For betterment of result 

combination of these features will be effective. 

  

II.   PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
In earlier Image Retrieval Systems were based on Reserved 

words, text strings , primary features as color for retrieving 

images from image database. The problem with these basic 

methods kept interest of techniques for retrieving images on 

the basis of texture and shape, this system is designed 

generally referred to as Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 

System, which is based on content based image retrieval 

technique. The rationale of the study is faster retrieval of 

images by extracting certain features as color, texture, shape 

from large image database and make system intelligence by 

developing new methods for improving retrieval results. This 

content based image retrieval system will compute results in 

minimum time span, with the evolution of Content based 

image retrieval techniques. 

 

 

III.   THEORY AND TECHNIQUES 

 
The disadvantages of existing CBIR for color based image 

retrieval were by using, color histogram ,Euclidean Distance 

methods in alone, not applicable for diverse and big image 

database, lack of spatial information, in case of high noise 

ratio in image very difficult to establish correlation 

respectively, In our Intelligent CBIR System we have applied 

some Techniques to generate better image retrieval results and 

to overcome these problems, For color based image retrieval, 

we have used Color Histogram ,Correlogram  ,Color  

Moments in combination. In it Color Histogram which is a 

type of representation of the proportion of color in an image, 

this is more applicable for given color model as RGB or HSV. 

Second technique that we used is correlation which is termed 

as auto correlation, the correlation is for checking 

unpredictable behaviour of certain pattern in any given image. 

Unpredictable behaviour indicates randomness. Third 

Technique that we used is color   moment which is also useful 

for matching similarity in between images by applying 

indexing method for faster image retrieval. For Texture Based 

Search, In earlier systems semantic based image retrieval, 

cluster based texture, Fourier-Transform methods were in use 

mostly, having their own limitations as not applicable for high 

level semantics, limited capability with small cluster of 

images not as good with big clusters of images, it is only able 

to retrieve the global frequency content of a signal in compare 

to local frequency content of signal respectively. To sort out 

such  problems. We have two different types as Discrete 

Wavelet Transform and Continuous Wavelet Transform, here 

we have used 2-Dimensional Discrete wavelet-Transformation 

in which wavelets are functions with average value equals to 

zero and lie in a finite interval. The wavelet transform breaks 

an image into four sub-images. The results consist of four sub-

images in combination as first image (2 horizontal high pass 

filtered and 2 vertical low pass filtered directions),second 

image (2 horizontal and 2 vertical high pass filtered 

directions), third image (2 vertical high pass filtered and 2 

horizontal low pass filtered directions),fourth image (2 

vertical low pass filtered and 2 horizontal high pass filtered 

directions).Further in 2-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet 

Transform, by using filter banks the decomposition of image 

takes place into different frequency regions , of high and low 

frequencies in reversible manner. The high frequencies are 

75 % wavelet coded, while the low-frequencies are again 

decomposed by a filter bank. This is done in repetition to 

decode the image with proportion of resolution, to retrieve 

better image matching results. For Shape based image 

retrieval, in earlier Edge Detection method was applied but 

there were problems due to lack of spatial features as well as 

low level processing in an image. It is considered as very first 

step to perform such retrieval for overcoming this problem, 

we have applied Gabor filter on combined features which is a 

good solution for edge detection in case of shape based image 

retrieval. For making system Intelligence, there were methods 

applied in past 2-3 years as Principal Component Analysis, 
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Linear Discriminant Analysis, for better performance we 

applied nonlinear neural network (ANN), which is based on 

Back Propagation Network having 3 layers as Input Layer, 

Hidden Layer, and Output Layer. One layer nodes connect to 

others through synaptic weight links , Stimulus has taken from 

resulting values of color ,texture and shape based retrieval 

with combined effects in form of input to Input Layer then 

after training the network, and applying KNN Clustering 

techniques, ICBIR generates better image retrieval results. 

 

 

IV.    METHODOLOGY 

 
       In order to build Intelligent Content Based Image 

Retrieval System for obtaining better results in compare to 

previous ones. There are following methods applied for 

different features of given query image For color Based Image 

Retrieval while applying color histogram, correlogram and 

color moment methods in combined form, extraction of query 

image features will be execute after that user data will be 

update for query image feature and variables will be set for 

number of return image results for given image formats. For 

Texture based image retrieval we have used Wavelet 

Transformation method. In it 2-Dimensional Discrete Wavelet 

generates approximate coefficients as Mean Coefficient and 

Standard Deviation Coefficient, while including these 

coefficients to create feature vector which is applicable as 

Wavelet Moments, for finding Texture based image retrieval. 

For Shape based image retrieval we have used gabor filter. In 

this method gabor filter is useful for computing gabor features 

by obtaining Mean square energy and mean amplitude, For 

Advanced Search, we have created 3 different data sets for 

search on features basis in individual and in combination for 

image database.Dataset1 is of dimension 499*103 for(color 

Feature),Dataset2 is of 499*89 for(Texture and Shape 

Feature),Dataset3 is of 499*191 for(color, Texture and Shape 

feature).For making CBIR System Intelligent we have created 

Nonlinear Neural Network which is based on back 

propagation Model, with the help of this Nonlinear NN 

structure we classify total images into 5 different classes each 

of100 images database as first class belongs to Human, 

Second Class belongs to Beaches, Third class belongs to 

Monuments, Fourth class belongs to Buses and fifth class 

belongs to Dina sours. With the help of this approach Image 

classifier is able to recognize class of given input query image 

that makes CBIR system more intelligent. 

 

V. RESULT AND EXPERIMENTAL 

ANALYSIS 

 

      The simulations were taken place in MATLAB R2007b. 

In this proposed approach database of 500 images has taken, 

the query image is also one of the image in database. A fairly 

good approach has applied for testing retrieval results 

accuracy. Our compare to previous ones. In Fig (5) Pattern 

Recognition result has shown by using intelligence property of 

Our CBIR system which is working as Intelligent System 

while using nonlinear neural network after training the 

network, it generates the results. Frame work for CBIR is built 

in MAT LAB. Test Results for query image are given below.  

. 

                                              

   

       TABLE I 

 

           TABLE 1: SAMPLE DATA SET 1 FOR COLOR FEATURES ( 499 *103)     

        DIMENSION  

  Computed Feature Values for Color --> 

   

 
                                                      

 

                                                          TABLE II 
                

          TABLE 2: SAMPLE DATA SET 2  FOR TEXTURE AND SHAPE  

                                 

                                  FEATURES (499 *89) DIMENSION 

 
 

       Computed Feature Values  for Texture And Shape--> 

 
 

 

TABLE III 
           
          TABLE 3: SAMPLE  DATA SET3  FOR COMBINED FEATURES    

                         

                            FEATURES  (499  *191) DIMENSION 

 

Computed Feature Values for Combined Features--> 
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      Flow Chart for Intelligent Content Based Image Retrieval . System    
                          displaying specific control flow 

     

 
                       
 

Fig. 1  Mainframe Window of CBIR 

In Fig (1), Main frame of our Intelligent CBIR System looks like 

as shown above in the figure (1). In it we used Graphics User 

Interface in MAT Lab, while including Tool Set as Push Button, 

Drop-Down Menu Button, Axes Button and Static Button into 

frame with some other functionalities. In it Operation section, 

Query section, Retrieval section has implemented. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Color Based Image Retrieval 

In Fig (2), Color Based Image Retrieval results have shown. In it 

we have applied modified approach while combining certain 

methods together (color Histogram, Correlogram , Color 

Moment) methods through that we have computed color feature 

values and build dataset1 for it. In order to fetch results on basis 

of color, firstly dataset1 will be load and then number of 

resulting images will be return. 
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Fig. 3.Texture And Shape Based Image Retrieval 

In Fig (3), Texture And Shape Based Image Retrieval results lts 

have shown. In it we have applied2-Dimensional Discrete te 

wavelet Transform and gabor filter respectively. It performs 

better than Fourier Transform, PCA, LDA, Region By 

segmentation methods.  

 

 
 
Fig.4. Advanced Search Based Image Retrieval 

 

In Fig (4), Advance Search Retrieval results have shown, In it 

we have applied all above methods, with their combind  

effects, we obtained much better results than compare to  

Previous ones. 

 

.  
 
Fig.5. Image classifier Based Image Retrieval 

 

In Fig (5), Pattern Recognition result has shown by using 

intelligence property of Our CBIR system which is working as 

Intelligent System while using nonlinear neural network after 

training the network, it generates the results.  

 

 

 
     

 

                                                       

 
 

      
Fig 6. Training Process Of   Non Linear Neural Network 
  

   In Fig (6) In above figure training process of Non Linear  

   Neural Network has shown. It consists of one input layer  

   along with hidden layer and one output layer .During  

   Training of Neural Network Epoch, Time , Performance , 

   Gradient measures have checked. 

 

 
 

 Fig.7. Plot for performance of Neural Network during training  

                                 (Validation performance) 

   In Fig (7) During Training of Neural Network ,validation  

   performance has measured , It is equal to 0.66016 = 66.01%  

   At epoch 6. 
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Fig.8. Plot for performance of Neural Network during training (Gradient 

 Measures) 

 

In fig (8) During Training phase of neural network  

gradient has measured , It is equal to 3.4628 e-015  

at epoch 9.  

 

 
 
Fig.9. Plot for performance of Neural Network during   training   

          (Regression) 

 

In fig (9) In above Figure plot for Regression measurement  

has executed.  

 

 
 

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

VI.    CONCLUSIONS 

 

To remove the above problems for better performance and  

Innovative system flow model, image division and intelligent 

system design is introduce to increase accuracy and effective 

results. In this work we have tried to overcome the drawbacks 

of conventional CBIR methods based on color histogram 

features only, The features extracted are combined in a novel 

approach using Color ,Texture and Shape in combination 

where for color not only color histogram is used but we have 

added color moment and correlogram in combination. For 

color, texture and shape in combined form we have inducted 

effect of wavelet transformation and gabor filter which has 

improved retrieval results accuracy significantly. For faster 

searching retrieval and intelligent system design we 

approached to nonlinear Artificial Neural Network is used 

together with KNN clustering method. The image retrieval 

system is given an intelligence using Non Linear ANN and 

KNN clustering method to classify the pattern based image 

result in terms of heterogeneous group objects .We have also 

applied sorting index method for faster searching. 
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